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INTRODUCTION

Massage is a healing modality, using touch
and pressure techniques to improve circulation,
release toxins, drain, stretch and refresh the
skin, muscles and fascia tissue of the body. It
can be used from a young age to bond with
babies, is effective in recuperation from injuries,
in animal care and simply for deep relaxation.
When applied to oneself, the practitioner may
intuitively feel where it's needed and precisely
guage the pressure required.
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Massage is an ancient practice, which can put
you in touch with your own body and health.
The steps below can help you get
started.
By Frances McGonigle, DHP Acc.Hyp

GETTING STARTED
Self-massage involves applying gentle to firm pressure using
the fingers, thumbs, heel of your hand, or specific tools, such
as foam massage blocks/rolls, tennis balls (pressed between
the body and a hard surface), or even the back of a teaspoon.
You can target specific areas or work systematically from the
crown of your head to the soles of your feet. You can even
use a foot to massage the calf and shin of the other leg!
Some areas may feel tender, so go easy, and take regular
breaks to avoid fatigue in your hands.

TIP
You can use a 'stretching'
technique along painful
spots. Holding the skin
taught with one hand, draw a
thumb across the area, while
pressing as firmly as the
tenderness allows. Rest and
repeat a few times daily until
the area is stretched out
less painfully.

Make it a personal ritual:
Apply thumb and
fingertip rotations to
the forehead and
skull. Work along the
collarbone, ribs, wrist
and finger bones.

Work around the
Curl your toes back with
pelvis, squeezing
one hand to stretch the
between thumb and soles of each foot. Apply
forefinger, massaging thumb pressure in small
into the glutes with
rotations from toes to
your fingertips.
heel.

Press your thumbs
downwards deeply
along each thigh
muscle, then rotate
with fingertips down
the side of each knee.

Note: It is important to consult your GP about pain, tissue damage, injuries or lumps
before applying any pressure or stretches to these areas.
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